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"Hello and good evening, 

 

My name is Alyssa McGeehan, and I want to thank you all for joining us here tonight. As many of you 

already know, I've been blessed with the opportunity to be part of the Circle of Friends organization for 

the entirety of my high school career, as well as this past year through weekly volunteering. With this 

night marking the end of my direct participation in the club, I spent countless hours trying to come up 

with the perfect way to describe the past five years of my experience within a one-page speech. That's 

when it hit me. I can't possibly do that.  

 

The experiences I've had could never be confined to just a single page, or even a million pages! And in all 

honesty, it's not the isolated experiences themselves that are the most important to me, but instead the 

people I made those memories with. When I first started high school, I was so convinced that I didn't 

need anyone but myself, because how could I trust other people to look past my disability when even I, 

couldn't do so? So, I stayed cloaked in my fear. Then, after great hesitation and constant encouragement 

from those around me, I joined Circle of Friends and everything began to change. I had finally found the 

people I didn't know I was looking for. The people who were willing to give me a chance when I, for so 



long, wasn't willing to give myself one. It seems unbelievable to me now that it's been six years since I 

was sitting at one of these very banquet tables, observing other people give their speeches before I 

joined. I distinctly remember thinking that this whole deal just wasn't for me, that I would never be a 

success story.  

 

Well, within that time span, I've gone from trying my best to be invisible and not get involved, to 

standing before you to explain how much I've changed because of that one decision oh so long ago. But 

strangely, looking back on it, I wouldn't change a single thing. Because every day of my past brought me 

that much closer to the family I have now.  

 

The people that I've been lucky enough to be paired up with through this club have become so much 

more than friends. They are my soul mates, facets of me that I didn't know I was missing until I found 

them. To me, Circle of Friends has always been so much more than just a club, more than just events 

and gatherings. To me, it was those lunches spent talking about nothing, but laughing until there were 

tears in my eyes. It was having a hand to hold in the darkness. It was the thing that made me feel like I 

was worth something. It was the thing that saved me and showed me that I don't have to be defined by 

my disability.  

 

I want to thank all the people who have made this club (and my time within it,) possible. And if there's 

one thing I may ask of you, let it be this: Always keep this club up and running, because everybody 

deserves the opportunity to find somebody who loves them for exactly who they are, disabled or not. If I 

had one wish it would be that everybody could find the people that they're meant to live their lives 

with...just like I did. 

 

In closing, I would like to take a moment to thank the family I've been lucky enough to have for the past 

five years. You all have changed me for the better and I don't know where I would be without you. In 

truth, before I met you all, I may have been biologically alive, but I certainly wasn't living… I wasn't living 

with my heart. Thank you all for bringing me to life. Thank you for loving me when I refused to love 

myself. You all have given my existence a sense of purpose and meaning that I never thought I would 

find in my lifetime. All I know is, there's got to be someone up there beyond the clouds and the sky 

watching out for me, because there's no other explanation as to how I could have been blessed with the 

miracle of knowing all of you. I am who I am today because of you, I'll always carry part of you with me. I 

love you with all my heart.  

 

Thank you and good night." 


